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Come join Ellen Brown, JD, Author; Mark Pash, Author, CFP
And Ferial Masry, the candidate for the 37th AD

Can we fix the budget without increasing our taxes?
Saturday, August 14, 2010, 1:00 PM- 4:00 PM

Thousand Oaks Library, 1401 E Janss Rd, Thousand Oaks, 91362 (805) 449-2660
Can we stop Wall Street from looting Main Street?
Can we fund California programs?
"I understand that these cuts are very painful and they affect real lives. This is the harsh reality and the
reality that we face. Sacramento is not Washington --we cannot print our own money. We can only spend
what we have." – Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger Time, May 22, 2009

Ellen Brown, Author of “Web of Debt” says, "…but governor you can
create Money! Just Form Your Own Bank." May 26, 2009 Huffington Post
Ellen Brown, Attorney, author has applied her training as a litigating attorney, researcher and writer to the
monetary field to reveal facts that the majority of banking and financial experts ignore. Brown will explain the
privatization of money creation, the "Plunge Protection Team", and the Federal Reserve's "Helicopter Money."

Mark Pash, CFP, author, lecturer will explain the Theory of Economic Relativity. Pash reveals the glaring
inadequacies of the current system, explores the reasons to have a diversified, non-inflationary and expansive
monetary supply; presents ways to avoid excessive inflation; shows how some fiscal policy matters can be
better solved by monetary policy; and finally, examines a different government structure and accountability
system.

Ferial Masry, the 37th AD Candidate, author of Running for All the Right Reasons says, "We are the eighth largest
economy in the world, I believe California could be generating money in our own state to fund needed programs
without resorting to higher taxes. I believe that California should invest in a sustainable infrastructure system
that generates income without raising taxes while investing our tax money in creating NEW JOBS”.

Alan Cameron, Emcee, is a contemporary "renaissance man". His work as a musician won a Television Emmy
award. As a narrator, the "voice" of IBM Education. As a political activist he co-founded the City of Santa Clarita.
As business man, he is President of Comprehensive Development Consulting Corporation. As an environmental
protection advocate he successfully fought against the world's largest proposed landfill, and secured more than
five square miles of wilderness parkland.
Solutions to the financial crisis of California will be reviewed in non-technical language so you need not have a
PhD in economics to understand the message. Bring your questions on 3X5 cards. Doors open at 1:00PM. Free
parking. Refreshments served. Visit: http://www.actblue.com/page/statebudgetgridlock?type=event; and visit
www.ferialmasryforassembly.com; masryforassembly@gmail.com RSVP (805) 499-0700 and (661) 295-9318

